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1. Motivation

• What? Efficient unsupervised learning of sentence representations by representing a word as a matrix and do composition of
words via matrix multiplication.

• Why? To obtain better text representations in a very short time, which is critical for some applications.
• Why not CBOW? CBOW (word vector summation) already performs well on many tasks, but has some obvious
downsides: Vector summation is commutative, so it cannot capture the word order, whereas matrix multiplication can.

• Why not RNNs? RNNs are relatively slow. They are non-associative, so their computation cannot be parallelized and
frequently occurring n-grams cannot be pre-computed.

• Who else? Rudolph and Giesbrecht [6] introduced the idea of a Compositional Matrix Space Model.

2. Training

• How? We learn sentence embeddings in a word2vec-style [5] on a large unlabeled text corpus (UMBC News [3]).
• Input? A sequence of tokens s = w1...wn, which are words in our case.
• Representation? Token wi is represented by word embedding matrix Wi. The sentence is encoded as

h = flatten(enc(W1, ..., Wn)), where enc is one of CBOW, CMOW or Hybrid as below, all of about the same capacity.
• Objective? Randomly remove a word wi from the sentence s and predict it from the encoded pseudo-sentence

s′ = w1 . . . wi−1wi+1 . . . wn. Uses logistic regression and negative sampling for prediction.
• Evaluation? We evaluate the quality of the learned sentence embeddings on 10 linguistic probing tasks [1] and 16
downstream tasks [2].

3. Encoding models (enc) and results

Methods
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Discussion

Good Bad
+ downstream performance - probing performance
+ word memorization (WC) - no word order (BShift)
+ probing task performance - downstream performance
+ captures word order - bad word memorization
+ downstream performance
+ probing performance
+ captures word order
+ word memorization

6. Why do we initialize CMOW in such a weird way?

Our initialization is critical for successful training of CMOW. The reason is that with standard initialization schemes the embedding
values vanish for large numbers of multiplications.

Table 1: Scores for initialization strategies on probing tasks.

Initialization Depth BShift SubjNum Tense CoordInv Length ObjNum TopConst SOMO WC
N (0, 0.1) 29.7 71.5 82.0 78.5 60.1 80.5 76.3 74.7 51.3 52.5
Glorot 31.3 72.3 81.8 78.7 59.4 81.3 76.6 74.6 50.4 57.0
Ours 35.1 70.8 82.0 80.2 61.8 82.8 79.7 74.2 50.7 72.9

Table 2: Scores for initialization strategies on supervised downstream tasks.

Initialization SUBJ CR MR MPQA MRPC TREC SICK-E SST2 SST5 STS-B SICK-R
N (0, 0.1) 85.6 71.5 68.4 86.2 71.6 86.4 73.7 72.3 38.2 53.7 72.7
Glorot 86.2 74.4 69.5 86.5 71.4 88.4 75.4 73.2 38.2 54.1 73.6
Ours 87.5 73.4 70.6 87.3 69.6 88.0 77.2 74.7 37.9 56.5 76.2

7. Why do we train CMOW and CBOW
jointly and not simply concatenate after

training?

Training jointly allows each model to focus on their respective
strength, thereby avoiding redundancies and improving the
overall quality of the embeddings.

Table 3: Performance of the individual components of a hybrid model after
training separately (top) or jointly (bottom).

Method Training BigramShift WordContent
CBOW Separate 50.0 86.7
CMOW 68.8 70.7
CBOW Joint 50.2 87.2
CMOW 70.8 38.2

8. Matrix multiplications are expensive. Is
CMOW really faster than RNNs?

• Neural network architectures usually operate on GPUs,
where matrix multiplication is relatively efficient.

• In our setup (PyTorch + NVIDIA Titan X), a naive
implementation of CMOW (with for-loops!) was about as
fast as CBOW, which both were 5x faster than a
pre-implemented RNN.

• The CMOW implementation bears potential for increased
speed not applicable to RNNs: i) efficient matrix chain
computation by solving the matrix chain ordering
problem [4], ii) pre-computing frequent n-grams and iii)
parallelization into O(log n) sequential steps.

9. Whats next?

• Can our method be applied to types of downstream tasks other than text classification (e.g., text generation)? How does it
behave when being fine-tuned?

• One of CBOWs main downsides compared to RNNs is its inability to capture the word order. How large is the gap of our
Hybrid method to RNNs? We need a fair comparison!

• Can we adopt common techniques for classical CBOW to CMOW? E.g., how to incorporate subword information?
• Scale it up: Train larger models on more data (Feel free to donate GPUs! ;-))
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